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ABSTRACT

Background: The Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education (ACGME) requires all residents participate in scholarly activity during residency. Case reports provide trainees an opportunity to engage in scholarly activities. This study assesses internal medicine residents’ perceived benefits of writing and presenting case reports and barriers to this process.

Methods: A survey was disseminated to internal medicine residents at a tertiary academic center. The survey questionnaire aimed to assess residents’ perceptions about benefits and barriers to writing and presenting case reports. Responses were obtained on a 5-point Likert scale, and the data were analyzed as respective frequencies and percentages.

Results: Forty-three (34%) of the 125 eligible internal medicine residents completed the survey. Fifty-eight percent reported never having presented a case report. Ninety-six percent believed that finding an interesting case was an important factor in facilitating writing a case report, while 81% perceived finding a good mentor as equally important. Perceived barriers to case report writing included lack of training in reviewing scientific literature (59%), lack of adequate time (58%), lack of formal training in identifying and writing case reports (56%), and lack of a mentor (54%).

Conclusions: Our study showed that the majority of residents had not written or presented case reports. While case reports provide a myriad of educational value, various barriers exist that include lack of proper training, adequate time, and a mentor. Our findings suggest that additional institutional resources should be dedicated to designing a curriculum to address these perceived barriers.
groups. Case reports and clinical vignettes are especially useful when considering rare disorders by helping the medical community understand the etiology, pathogenesis, natural history, and treatment of these disorders. In addition to providing a forum for sharing new and unique medical findings, case report writing is a valuable educational exercise. The benefits of writing a case report include sharpening critical thinking skills, improving understanding of patient-centered care, and promoting scientific writings. Additionally, presenting scholarly work provides residents with an opportunity to expand their professional network, improve presentation skills, and engage in discussions with colleagues from around the country, which may foster further expansion of their research. Writing case reports and delivering poster or oral presentations provides opportunities to learn 2 different skill sets. On a broader perspective, they fall into a spectrum of scholarly pursuit that encompasses concept development, presentation in local or national meetings, and manuscript writing. Case reports that have not been presented or published still encourage the development of these same skills. Thus, writing and presenting case reports should not be taken as isolated forms, but rather as a coalescence resulting in a meaningful work or contribution to science.

Although case reports can be an effective teaching tool with multiple potential educational benefits, there is limited knowledge on residents' perceptions regarding writing case reports and presenting them at meetings. This study endeavors to highlight the implications of their perceptions by surveying internal medicine residents and assessing perceived benefits, challenges, and barriers regarding writing and presenting case reports.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Design, Setting, and Participants
A voluntary online survey was conducted between November 1 and November 16, 2017 among internal medicine residents—excluding chief residents—at the Medical College of Wisconsin (MCW), a tertiary care academic medical center in the United States. The study was approved by the MCW Institutional Review Board (IRB), and the survey utilized an informed consent process in which an informational letter was sent to participants via email explaining the nature and expectations of the study and potential risks to the participants, along with a link to the survey. All possible steps were taken by the research team to maintain the anonymity of the participants.

Data Collection, Survey Elements, and Data Analysis
The survey was conducted using the Qualtrics online-based survey platform (www.qualtrics.com). The survey link was sent through an invitation email to 125 internal medicine residents (interns through third-year residents, excluding chief residents). The survey questionnaire aimed to assess whether residents have ever presented case reports, their perceived barriers and potential benefits to writing case reports, and factors that facilitate this process.

Responses were obtained on a 5-point Likert scale. Descriptive statistics were used to summarize the responses with the use of respective frequencies and percentages. Analyses were conducted using SAS version 9.4 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC, US).

RESULTS
Forty-three out of 125 residents completed the survey, with a response rate of 34%. The majority of residents who completed the survey (N=25 residents, 58%) indicated they had not previously written and presented a case report (Figure 1). Only 18 residents (42%) indicated they had previously presented a case report at a regional or national meeting.

Ninety-six percent (63% strongly agreed, 33% agreed) indicated that finding an interesting case was an important factor in facilitating writing and presenting a case report, while 81% said finding a good mentor was equally important (Table, Figure 2). Other facilitating factors included financial assistance (33%) and lectures and workshops (31%).
Regarding benefits, 100% of respondents perceived (43% strongly agreed, 57% agreed) that writing and presenting case reports improved presentation skills (Table, Figure 3). Similarly, 98% said they improved scientific writing skills. Other perceived benefits included enhancing curriculum vitae (CV) and securing fellowship positions (91%), improving critical thinking (88%), and enhanced networking and collaboration (72%) (Table, Figure 3).

The main barrier to writing and presenting case reports, as perceived by 59% of the respondents (10% strongly agreed, 49% agreed), was a lack of adequate training in reviewing scientific literature on case reports (Table, Figure 4). Lack of adequate time during residency to pursue scholarly activity was another commonly perceived barrier (58%). Other perceived barriers to writing and presenting case reports included lack of formal training in identifying and writing case reports (56%), lack of mentor(s) (54%), lack of opportunities/proper venues to present case reports (46%), and lack of financial assistance to register/attend meetings (32%) (Table, Figure 4). On the subgroup analysis, the major barrier perceived by respondents who had not previously presented case reports was a lack of training in reviewing scientific literature on case reports (67%). On the other hand, a lack of financial assistance was the major barrier perceived by residents who had previously presented case reports (59%).

**DISCUSSION**

Our study shows that the internal medicine residents at a tertiary medical center perceive many benefits of case report writing for both career advancement and advancement of scientific literature. However, this study also identified commonly perceived barriers to case report writing, many of which residency programs can work to address. The majority of survey respondents indicated their belief that scholarly activity through case reports is beneficial, as it improves presentation and critical thinking skills, enhances CVs, and increases chances.
of getting into a desired fellowship program. The importance of completing multiple scholarly projects is evident by fellowship match data, which show that those who matched into different subspecialty fellowship positions (allopathic) had a greater number of abstracts, presentations, and publications since their last completed degree compared to those who did not match.\(^7\)

Presenting case reports at regional and national meetings also provides residents an opportunity to network and collaborate. Case reports are particularly important for community-based residency programs with more limited research opportunities. Aside from benefiting the writer, training residents in case report writing serves as a way for residency programs to meet ACGME accreditation requirements and thus avoid citation. Up to 10\% of internal medicine residency programs reported being cited for failing to comply with the scholarly activity requirement since it was initiated in 1994.\(^8\) Additionally, citation for the lack of scholarly activity predicts a decreased cycle length between visits by the ACGME.\(^9,10\) This is important to consider as visits by the ACGME require significant preparation and resources.\(^9\) Writing and presenting case reports is a quick, easy way to present and publish scholarly projects to meet ACGME requirements.

Residency programs across many different specialties have attempted to avoid citation for lack of scholarly activity by a variety of methods, and most have centered on improving residents' access to resources and knowledgeable mentors. For example, a family medicine residency program implemented a scholarly activity curriculum that involved allocating contractual time for faculty members to serve as mentors for residents.\(^10\) The program's success is supported by the 24 presentations at national and international meetings and 15 publications in peer-reviewed medical journals by 111 residents who participated in the program.\(^10\) Another residency program implemented a residency research program that involved dedicated research time during ambulatory blocks and access to research assistants, nurses, and biostatistics support personnel, in addition to a resident research director who provided mentorship.\(^11\) Perhaps the most striking benefit of such a program is the impact on fellowship matching. This program saw the percentage of residents who were accepted into fellowships increase from 33\% preimplementation to 49\% postimplementation.\(^11\)

Despite the clear benefits to writing case reports, only 42\% of surveyed residents in our study reported presenting a case report. Reported barriers were a lack of training, adequate time, and a mentor. Fifty-nine percent of respondents reported a lack of training in reviewing scientific literature as a challenge, whereas 58\% reported a lack of protected time for scholarship as a barrier. A recent study found strikingly similar results among 4th-year medical students: 67\% reported not having written or presented a case report, yet felt case reports have many educational and professional benefits.\(^8\) Findings from these studies highlight the need for innovation in curriculum and institutional support to promote scholarly productivity.

Lack of adequate time for scholarship was reported as a barrier to completion of scholarly projects by 58\% of the residents in our study. This appears to be a persistent issue, given a prior study reported that 79\% of residents deemed lack of time as a barrier.\(^12\) While original research projects traditionally have been seen as superior to other forms of scholarly activity, they take a significant amount of time. Original research conducted by internal medicine residents takes approximately 200 hours to complete, while preparing to present a clinical vignette takes only 50 hours.\(^12\) This time constraint essentially binds the resident to completing only 1 scholarly activity during their residency. Given that lack of adequate time to complete scholarly work was identified as a barrier by the residents in our study, case report writing may be a more time-conscious way for residents to contribute scholarship. It not only affords residents the opportunity to explore multiple areas of interest and scholarly projects, but also supports development of their CV and fellowship application.

Scholarship and mentorship are crucial for academic advancement and professional development for both the learners and teaching faculty members. In our study, 81\% of respondents reported that finding a good mentor is an important component for completing a scholarly project, while 96\% reported finding an interesting case as a facilitating factor. Faculty experienced in mentoring learners can help residents identify and write up a case for presentation at meetings and possible publication. While mentoring is important, most teaching faculty have received little training in mentoring students and residents and often are challenged by different clinical and nonclinical responsibilities.\(^13\) Prior research has shown that the mentor's research productivity, specifically the number of publications and federally funded grants, is a significant predictor of residents' success in completing a scholarly project.\(^14\) This aligns with our study, which concluded that finding a good mentor was a barrier to case report writing.

Additionally, programs should develop an environment in which residents are encouraged to self-initiate mentorship rather than being assigned a mentor. This has been explored in a recent study that demonstrated that residents had a more positive experience with scholarly projects when they sought out their own mentors.\(^15\) Providing faculty with the necessary training and time to mentor residents is an investment that not only serves the current resident population but can also effect change on future generations of residents. Those who have an influential mentor are more likely to mentor other learners in the future.\(^16\) Young et al found that only 1.5 faculty members per medical school-based program have the necessary protected time for successful research productivity.\(^17\) In order to facilitate mentorship, faculty members must have not only the appropriate training, but also protected time to serve as mentors. Residents who have experience writing case reports are more prepared to take mentorship roles as faculty.

Several limitations of this study should be considered. Our
study had a suboptimal response rate, as is common among survey-based studies. Our survey was limited to a single institution, but larger comparative studies done in multiple institutions would be necessary for the results to be generalizable. Our study findings also may lack direct generalizability to community-based programs. Since access to faculty involved in research highly correlates with resident involvement and publication, residents from community-based programs may have different perceptions on case report writing and publication.18 These results might only be applicable to academic-based internal medicine residency programs. Our study did not include residents’ perceptions on other types of scholarly activity. Additionally, we did not include the respondents’ year of residency in our survey. This information would be valuable in future studies as it can help assess the impact longitudinally after adequate curricular changes have been implemented to address reported barriers.

These findings necessitate future studies to determine how perceived barriers may vary by program year, differences in perceived barriers based on specialty, comparisons among multiple academic-based residency programs, and changes in residents’ perceptions after adequate changes are made in the curriculum to address various barriers.

CONCLUSION
Our results demonstrate perceived benefits of case report writing by residents and have identified concrete barriers. Residency programs can facilitate an environment conducive to scholarship and mentorship. Structured mentorship, protected time, and appropriate training in scientific writings are specific ways for internal medicine residency programs to prepare residents for success. This may, in turn, reflect positively on the program through increased scholarship and fellowship match rates. Experience in case report writing during residency prepares residents for future scientific writings and serving as a faculty mentor.
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